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Abstract: Subtle alterations of gait patterns in people with Multiple Sclerosis (pwMS) with minimal
or no disability often coexist with normal spatio-temporal parameters. Here, we retrospectively in-
vestigate the existence of possible anomalies in lower limb inter-joint coordination (i.e., the functional
relationship between joint pairs) in pwMS with apparently physiologic gait features. Twenty-seven
pwMS with Expanded Disability Status Scale scores  2, and 27 unaffected age-and-sex-matched
individuals, were tested using 3D computerized gait analysis. Raw data were processed to extract
the main spatio-temporal parameters and the kinematics in the sagittal plane at the hip, knee, and
ankle joints. Angle-angle diagrams (cyclograms) were obtained by coupling the flexion-extension
values for the hip-knee and knee-ankle joint pairs at each point of the gait cycle. Cyclogram area,
perimeter, and dimensionless ratio were employed to quantify inter-joint coordination. The results
demonstrate that cyclograms of pwMS are characterized by significantly reduced perimeters for both
investigated joint pairs and reduced area at the hip–knee joint pair. In the latter pair, the differences
between groups involved the entire swing phase. For the knee-ankle pair, the average cyclogram
of pwMS departed from normality from the late stance until the mid-swing phase. Such findings
suggest that inter-joint coordination is impaired even in minimally disabled pwMS who exhibit a
normal gait pattern in terms of spatio-temporal parameters. The quantitative and qualitative study of
cyclogram features may provide information that is useful for better understanding the underlying
mechanisms of walking dysfunctions in MS.
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1. Introduction

Alterations in locomotor efficiency, which represents one of the most distinctive
features of Multiple Sclerosis (MS), play a major role in defining the disability of the MS-
affected individual [1]. Indeed, population-based studies reported that a large percentage
of people with MS (pwMS) complain about impaired ambulation [2–5] and consider gait
one of the most valuable bodily functions threatened by the disease [6].

The precise identification of the period in which the gait of pwMS becomes anomalous
is a crucial, yet mostly unsolved issue. While it has been recently hypothesized that early
interventions in terms of lifestyle adaptations and physical training would be beneficial for
delaying the worsening of motor dysfunctions (including gait [7]), there is no consensus
about what parameters (and threshold values) could be considered the most effective for
detecting meaningful and clinically relevant ambulation impairments.
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In this context, using quantitative techniques to assess gait performance—currently a
well-established practice in research laboratories and gradually becoming more widespread
even in clinical settings—might certainly be a powerful method, due to the large and de-
tailed dataset such techniques provide. In particular, optical motion capture systems,
electronic walkways, and wearable inertial sensors have so far been successfully employed
to characterize several aspects of gait in pwMS, such as spatio-temporal parameters (i.e.,
speed, stride/step length, cadence, step width, and double support phase duration), lower
limb kinematics (i.e., angles at hip, knee, and ankle joints during the gait cycle), variabil-
ity, symmetry, smoothness, etc. In this regard, spatio-temporal parameters are the most
frequently used [8,9], as they can generally be considered sensitive enough to distinguish
pwMS from unaffected individuals, especially when the Expanded Disability Status Scale
(EDSS) score is 3 or higher.

However, in pwMS with minimal or no disability (e.g., those with EDSS  2), such
capability appears markedly reduced. As a result, the literature on this subject comprises
either studies that failed to detect any significant differences with respect to healthy con-
trols [10–14] or others that detected them only for one or a few parameters [15–21]. While
such mixed findings can be partly attributed to inhomogeneities in terms of sample size
and selection, female to male ratio, data acquisition and processing techniques, and so on,
it seems reasonable to state that more refined and sophisticated approaches are needed to
detect subtle gait alterations.

To achieve this purpose, several studies have proposed the use of specific metrics such as
variability of spatio-temporal parameters (using linear and non-linear approaches [17,22–24])
and smoothness (expressed by harmonic ratio, a parameter derived by trunk accelerations [13]).
In some cases, they have investigated in further detail the kinematics of lower limb joints in the
sagittal plane by detecting several alterations, especially at ankle level [11,20,25,26]. Despite the
lower simplicity in terms of data interpretation, lower limb kinematics has been recognized
as a valuable tool for analyzing the underlying mechanisms of walking dysfunctions in
MS [27,28]; thus, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the information it provides can be also
important for the early identification of gait anomalies in pwMS.

In this context, useful insights might be extracted by studying inter-joint coordination,
the functional relationship between joint pairs during the whole gait cycle. This can be
studied by means of angle-angle diagrams (also known as cyclograms). Cyclograms, first
proposed by Grieve [29], are closed bidimensional curves that can provide data on inter-
joint coordination by either relating the motion of the same joint for the left and right limb
(in this case, they are meant to represent inter-limb symmetry) or, as in the case of the
present study, expressing the relative motion of a certain joint couple (e.g., hip-knee, knee-
ankle, etc.) during a whole cycle. The inter-joint coordination can be quantified by a range
of techniques that provide differing complexity and accuracy of results [30]. However, a
basic approach suitable for clinical use is based on the calculation of geometric properties
such as area and perimeter. Several studies of individuals affected by orthopedic [31,32] and
neurologic conditions [33–35] have demonstrated the capability of cyclograms to effectively
detect the existence of alterations in coordination originated by the presence of MS. In
recent years, this approach has been proposed even in a few studies on pwMS [36,37],
which reported the existence of significant alterations in movement coordination during
the stance phase in pwMS with respect to unaffected individuals and between pwMS with
and without fall history. More recently, a retrospective study on 104 pwMS [38] proposed a
detailed characterization of inter-joint coordination alterations using geometric properties
of cyclograms and investigated the extent of their association with the disability level.

On the basis of the above-mentioned considerations, we propose a study aimed at
verifying the actual capability of cyclograms to detect and characterize alterations of inter-
joint coordination possibly exhibited during walking in pwMS with minimal or no disability.
In particular, the goal of the research is to understand whether this approach is effective in
distinguishing the inter-joint coordination features at hip-knee and knee-ankle joint pairs
of pwMS and unaffected individuals.
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2. Methods

2.1. Participants
This is a retrospective study that analyzed data originated from computerized three-

dimensional gait analysis carried out on 270 pwMS (followed at the Regional Multiple
Sclerosis Center of Sardinia, Cagliari, Italy), in the period May 2014–February 2022, at
the Laboratory of Biomechanics and Industrial Ergonomics of the University of Cagliari
(Cagliari, Italy). Diagnosis of MS was carried out by a neurologist expert in MS (EC, GC,
JF) according to the 2010 revised criteria [39,40]. Participants were enrolled in a series of
studies either aimed to characterize the kinematic alterations associated with MS or to
quantitatively assess the effect of pharmacologic and rehabilitative treatments [38,41–44].

For the present study, we considered only pwMS who were scored with an EDSS  2 at
the time of the gait analysis and free from any other neurologic or orthopedic condition po-
tentially able to severely affect gait or balance. Such selection resulted in a group composed
of 27 participants (17 women, 10 men, mean age 40.5 years). Twenty-seven unaffected
individuals age-and-sex-matched, recruited among the staff of the MS Center and the
University of Cagliari, composed the control group. The participants’ main anthropometric
and clinical features are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Anthropometric and clinical features of participants. Values are expressed as mean (SD).

Healthy Controls Multiple Sclerosis

Participants (M, F) 27 (17 F, 10 M) 27 (17 F, 10 M)
Age (years) 41.6 (10.9) 40.5 (7.0)

Body mass (kg) 63.3 (12.0) 66.2 (11.8)
Height (cm) 166.4 (8.9) 167.3 (8.7)
Type of MS - 27 RR

Time since diagnosis (years) - 6.8 (6.1)
EDSS - 1.4 (0.5)

EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale; RR: Relapsing-Remitting.

The study was conducted according to the World Medical Association Declaration of
Helsinki principles. All participants signed an informed consent form agreeing to participate.

2.2. Data Acquisition and Processing
We employed an eight-camera optical motion-capture system (Smart-D, BTS Bioengi-

neering, Milan, Italy) set at 120 Hz frequency to acquire the trajectories of 22 spherical
retro-reflective passive markers (14 mm diameter) placed on the skin of participants’ lower
limbs and trunk, according to the protocol described by Davis et al. [45]. Preliminarily, the
following anthropometric data were collected: height, body mass, anterior superior iliac
spine distance, pelvis thickness, knee and ankle width, and leg length. Once the markers’
placement was complete, the participants were requested to walk at a self-selected speed
on a 10 m walkway in the most natural manner at least six times. At the end of the trials,
the marker’s trajectories were processed with the dedicated software, Smart Analyzer (BTS
Bioengineering, Milan, Italy), to obtain:
• The main spatio-temporal parameters of gait: speed, stride length, cadence, step width,

stance, swing, and duration of double support phases.
• The flexion-extension angle for hip and knee joints and the dorsi-plantarflexion angle

for the ankle joint for each of the 100 points in which the gait cycle was divided.
Such data were employed to quantify the inter-joint coordination (as described in
detail later) and to calculate the dynamic range of motion (dynamic ROM) as the
difference between the maximum and minimum values assumed by each angle within
the gait cycle.
In all the subsequent analyses, for all the above-mentioned parameters, the mean

value was calculated across the six trials.
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2.3. Quantification of Inter-Joint Coordination by Means of Cyclograms
The curves which refer to the angle variations at hip, knee, and ankle joints in

the sagittal plane, were exported as text files to be processed by a custom routine
developed under the Matlab® environment, which provides the hip-knee and knee-ankle
cyclograms separately for the right and left limb as well as the value of their following
geometrical properties:
• Cyclogram area (degrees2): the area of the closed trajectory described by the simultane-

ous angular variation that occurs at the two joints of interest during the gait cycle [46].
The interpretation of this parameter is quite straightforward, as larger areas are usually
representative of higher conjoint range of angular movements experienced at a certain
joint pair within a complete gait cycle [46,47].

• Cyclogram perimeter (degrees): the length of the trajectory previously described,
which is typically expected to increase as the area increases. Thus, its interpretation
is similar to that of the area. However, there are cases in which repeated abrupted
angular variations (due to lack of coordination) originate relevant increases of the
perimeter even without correspondent area changes [46].

• Cyclogram dimensionless ratio: this parameter, obtained by the ratio of the perimeter
and the square root of the area, represents the shape of the diagram. Lower val-
ues indicate cyclograms of regular shape (i.e., not particularly elongated towards a
specific direction).

2.4. Statistical Analysis
Preliminarily, a t-test was carried out on the variables separately calculated for left and

right limb to verify whether there were differences between the two sides. Given that the
analysis found no significant differences, both were considered for the subsequent analysis.
Thus, the data included in the statistical analysis refer to 108 limbs.

The existence of possible differences in the spatio-temporal parameters of gait and
in inter-joint coordination (i.e., cyclograms) parameters introduced by the presence of MS
was assessed by means of a one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). The
participant’s status (pwMS or unaffected individual) was set as an independent variable,
while the dependent variables were the seven spatio-temporal parameters previously
described; the three dynamic ROM at the hip, knee, and ankle joints; or the three cyclogram
parameters (i.e., area, perimeter, and dimensionless ratio). The significance level was set
at p = 0.05, and the effect sizes were assessed using the eta-squared (⌘2) coefficient. A
univariate ANOVA was carried out as a post-hoc test by reducing the significance level to
p = 0.007 (0.05/7) for spatio-temporal parameters of gait and p = 0.017 (0.05/3) for dynamic
ROM and cyclogram parameters after a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

3. Results

Tables 2–4 summarize the analysis results of the spatio-temporal parameters of gait,
dynamic ROM, and inter-joint coordination parameters, respectively.

Table 2. Comparison between spatio-temporal parameters of gait of pwMS and unaffected individu-
als. Values are expressed as mean (SD).

Healthy Controls Multiple Sclerosis

Gait speed (m s�1) 1.17 (0.15) 1.17 (0.16)
Stride length (m) 1.25 (0.08) 1.20 (0.13)

Cadence (steps min�1) 111.7 (10.1) 114.2 (7.2)
Step width (m) 0.19 (0.03) 0.19 (0.03)

Stance phase (% of the gait cycle) 59.19 (2.29) 59.60 (2.51)
Swing phase (% of the gait cycle) 39.78 (1.85) 40.10 (2.81)

Double support (% of the gait cycle) 20.85 (3.89) 20.48 (3.49)
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Table 3. Comparison between dynamic ROM during gait of pwMS and unaffected individuals.
Values are expressed as mean (SD).

Healthy Controls Multiple Sclerosis

Hip ROM (degrees) 45.2 (3.7) 44.0 (4.9)
Knee ROM (degrees) 60.7 (3.4) 57.9 (5.1) a

Ankle ROM (degrees) 31.1 (5.0) 27.8 (6.9) a

The symbol a indicates significant difference vs. Healthy Controls after Bonferroni correction (p = 0.017).

Table 4. Comparison between inter-joint coordination parameters of pwMS and unaffected individu-
als. Values are expressed as mean (SD).

Joint Couple Parameter Healthy Controls Multiple Sclerosis

Hip–Knee
Cyclogram Area 1746.94 (246.21) 1568.20 (293.73) a

Cyclogram Perimeter 192.85 (12.16) 185.42 (17.18) a

Dimensionless Ratio 4.64 (0.38) 4.72 (0.43)

Knee–Ankle
Cyclogram Area 789.29 (260.09) 647.95 (260.23)

Cyclogram Perimeter 186.76 (14.58) 170.46 (19.22) a

Dimensionless Ratio 6.83 (0.80) 7.97 (5.17)
The symbol a indicates significant difference vs. Healthy Controls after Bonferroni correction (p = 0.017).

The MANOVA did not detect a main effect of the individual’s status [F (7,46) = 1.23,
p = 0.307, Wilks � = 0.84, ⌘2 = 0.16] regarding the spatio-temporal parameters of gait.
However, a significant group effect was found for the dynamic ROM [F (3,104) = 4.94,
p = 0.003, Wilks � = 0.87, ⌘2 = 0.13]. In particular, the follow-up analysis revealed that
pwMS exhibit a smaller ROM with respect to unaffected individuals at the knee (p = 0.001)
and ankle (p = 0.006) joints, but not at the hip.

The statistical analysis also detected a significant effect of the individual’s status
on inter-joint coordination parameters for both hip-knee pair [F (3,104) = 4.49, p = 0.005,
Wilks � = 0.88, ⌘2 = 0.12] and knee-ankle pair [F (3,104) = 6.34, p = 0.001, Wilks � = 0.84,
⌘2 = 0.16]. In case of the hip-knee joint couple, the post-hoc analysis revealed that pwMS
were characterized by cyclograms with a significantly smaller area and perimeter with
respect to unaffected individuals, while at the knee-ankle joint couple this was true only
for the perimeter. No significant differences were found between groups regarding the
dimensionless ratio.

Figure 1 shows the comparison between the average cyclograms calculated for pwMS
and unaffected individuals. Figure 2 presents several examples of cyclograms for some of
the tested pwMS compared with the average cyclogram of the control group. Using the
cyclogram area value to perform a rough classification of their typology, we observed that
the majority of pwMS exhibit either a cyclogram with a value of its area within ±10% with
respect to normality (n = 12) in the hip–knee pair, or a reduced area (n = 12). In few cases,
the diagram was larger or completely different in shape. As regards the knee–ankle joint
pair, the classification is not as straightforward as in the previous case. In fact, the group of
pwMS is practically split in two—those who exhibit a larger (n = 12) or smaller (n = 12) area
than normality. Above all, the shape of their cyclograms tend to be markedly less regular
with respect to unaffected individuals.
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Figure 1. Comparison between the average cyclograms of unaffected individuals (blue curve) and
people with Multiple Sclerosis with minimal disability (red curve). Left: hip-knee joint couple; right:
knee-ankle joint couple.

Figure 2. Comparison between cyclograms of unaffected individual and people with Multiple
Sclerosis. Top: hip-knee couple; bottom: knee-ankle couple. From left to right, examples of cyclograms
larger, similar and smaller with respect to the normality. The curves have been made coincident at
the initial contact to facilitate visual comparison.
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4. Discussion

4.1. General Considerations
The present study aims to assess the feasibility of using cyclograms as a tool to

detect the existence of subtle inter-joint coordination alterations in a sample of pwMS
with minimal or no disability. The integration of this information with that obtained
through other variables associated with gait (i.e., spatio-temporal parameters, variability,
smoothness etc.) would be helpful for better defining the complex and multifaceted
nature of the walking dysfunction in MS. This is because it has been hypothesized that
coordination, together with sensory organization and biomechanical factors, is one of the
subcomponents of the underlying control of postural stability and, as such, it contributes
to maintain stability in different situations such as: in response to external perturbations, in
anticipation of voluntary limb movements and during voluntary motions of the body such
as active sway and locomotion [48].

At first, the gait pattern of pwMS tested here did not significantly differ from that of
unaffected individuals in any of the main spatio-temporal parameters, suggesting that, as a
group, their walking abilities appear intact. While this result is consistent with several pre-
vious studies that tested pwMS with minimal or no disability, it should be considered that
the literature reported quite controversial results. For instance, if we consider self-selected
gait speed (the most commonly used outcome for studies targeted on gait assessment and
the only spatio-temporal measure associated with disease severity, [49]) the majority of
studies failed to detect significant differences with controls [10–14,18–20,50], even though
pwMS were found to be slower in a few cases [15–17,21]. Generally speaking, differences
between pwMS and unaffected individuals that involved all parameters [15,17] were sel-
dom observed while, more frequently, the analysis revealed substantial modifications only
in some. It is not trivial to understand the reasons of such discrepancies, even though
factors such as sample size, used equipment, different MS phenotype and female-to-male
ratios, and more compromised functional systems certainly play a relevant role.

The main hypothesis of the study, namely the existence of alterations in inter-joint
coordination during gait in pwMS with minimal or no disability, was substantially con-
firmed by the results, as they exhibited significantly reduced cyclogram perimeters for both
investigated joint pairs and a significantly smaller hip-knee cyclogram area when compared
to unaffected individuals. In particular (as visible from Figure 1) in the case of the hip-knee
joint pair, the differences between groups involve the entire swing phase, while in the
knee-ankle pair, the average pwMS cyclogram departed from normality in the period from
the late stance until the mid-swing phase. Overall, such results suggest that inter-joint
coordination may be impaired even in pwMS who exhibit a normal gait pattern in terms of
spatio-temporal parameters. What are the possible causes of this phenomenon? Previous
studies suggested that pwMS exhibit coactivation of lower limb muscles even since the
early stages of the disease [27,51], which is interpreted as a compensatory mechanism to
cope with impairments of balance and gait. It is noteworthy that co-contractions of tibialis
anterior and triceps surae have been hypothesized as responsible for the reduced ankle
ROM [51], a fact also observed in the pwMS tested here. Another factor possibly involved
is muscular weakness. In fact, several studies reported that MS originates reductions of
skeletal muscle fiber cross-sectional area, muscle strength, and muscle mass of the lower
limbs of mildly affected MS patients, particularly in the knee flexors and extensors [52–54].
Weakness of ankle plantar-flexor muscles, which negatively affects push-off power in the
ankle joint [55,56], might also play a role in impairing coordination at a distal level (i.e.,
knee-ankle joint pair). However, the literature did not report specific studies on pwMS
with minimal disability, so this aspect remains to be clarified. Finally, kinematic alterations
of gait, especially in terms of lack of mid-stance knee extension, reduced knee flexion
during the swing phase, and reduced hip extension at terminal stance/initial swing (all
consistent with the deviations of the pwMS cyclograms from normality observed here)
were previously reported for pwMS with low disability [26,57]. Of course, it is likely that
some of these alterations are associated with the neural damage consequent of MS. In this
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regard, recent studies on minimally disabled pwMS that combine imaging techniques with
instrumental gait analysis [58] found that subtle gait alterations are correlated with axonal
loss in major sensorimotor pathways of the brain.

At last, it should be mentioned that, as shown in Figure 2, our analysis revealed a
certain variability in terms of differences of pwMS’ cyclograms with respect to unaffected
individuals, as deviations from normality can be more or less marked and involve different
phases of the gait cycle. It is likely that this phenomenon is associated with specific
individual’s features such as muscular strength, fatigue, presence of spasticity, etc. Thus,
future studies should try to identify what factors among those mentioned, and to what
extent, are implicated in significant alterations of inter-joint coordination.

4.2. Limitations and Strengths of the Study
As previously mentioned, the assessment of inter-joint coordination by cyclograms in

MS is relatively unexplored, and the few existing data were obtained by testing either small
samples of pwMS with moderate-severe disability [36] or under less ecologic conditions
(i.e., participants walked on a treadmill, [37]). By focusing on pwMS with low disability
who exhibit a regular gait pattern from the perspective of their spatio-temporal parameters,
the present study attempted to clarify whether cyclograms may be a feasible approach for
highlighting subtle inter-joint coordination alterations that possibly precede other kinds of
walking dysfunctions. However, some limitations of the study should be acknowledged.
Firstly, our sample of low EDSS was quite limited in number, and represents a percentage of
the cohort tested in our lab probably smaller than those typical of a real-world distribution
of disability (previous studies estimated that pwMS with EDSS  2 account for approxi-
mately 40%, [59], while here they account for 10% of those tested with 3D gait analysis in
our lab). The limited sample also prevented us from stratifying the participants based on
their sex, MS phenotype, or functional system more affected, which are all factors known
to have some influence on gait alterations. Moreover, the qualitative analysis of the cyclo-
grams, especially regarding the hip–knee joint pair, seemed to suggest that coordination
may be altered according to different patterns (or even not altered at all). Further studies
on larger cohorts are, thus, needed to understand what feature of MS can be associated
with specific cyclogram shapes.

5. Conclusions

Using simple geometric features of hip-knee and knee–ankle cyclograms, we demon-
strated that minimally disabled pwMS are characterized by inter-joint coordination alter-
ations, which coexist with a gait pattern classifiable as “normal” from the perspective of
the spatio-temporal parameters instrumentally assessed. In particular, when examined as a
group, the cyclograms of the two investigated joint pairs of pwMS share relevant differ-
ences with unaffected individuals in the first half of the swing phase, while coordination
appeared altered even in the late stance (knee-ankle pair) and for the whole swing phase
(hip-knee pair).

Of course, the analysis of simultaneous joint movement is susceptible to further
refinements, for instance accounting for the intrinsic dynamic nature of the process. In
this context, inter-joint coordination can be investigated from a temporal point of view
(using, for example, the Continuous Relative Phase method [60]). This approach has been
found effective in detecting gait anomalies in Parkinson’s disease, cerebral palsy, and
stroke. However, we think that even the simple quantification of cyclograms based on
their area and perimeter, as well as their qualitative comparison with reference templates
obtained from a population of unaffected individuals, may be quite intuitive for clinical use,
especially in terms of early characterization of gait disturbances in newly diagnosed pwMS
or in those with minimal disability who exhibit normal spatio-temporal parameters, thus
allowing us to plan timely interventions to slow down the mobility deterioration possibly
occurring during the disease.
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